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What I Need To Know 
For My 

Answers the question... 
“What will be on my test?” 





INTRO 
 
 

Congratulations on making your way all the way to Blue Belt.  
Blue Signifies the sky that a mature Taekwon-Do plant grows to-
wards.  
 
After your test you will have successfully completed 7 out of the 
10 tests you need for your Black Belt. Keep it up! You’re starting 
to perform like a black belt.  

 
 

Dirty Belt 
 

In earlier times, when Japanese schools were organ-
ized around a single sensei (literally one who has 

gone before), students trained in the teachers court-
yard or the village square. They wore loose clothing 
gathered at the waist with a sturdy belt of cloth. Al-
though the clothes were washed frequently the belt 

became more stained with sweat of exertion and 
ground in dirt. The more students trained the dirtier 
and darker their belt became. Senior students were 
eventually recognized by the color of their belt, but 
had no illusions that what they were wearing was 

anything more than a dirty white belt. 
 
 



Junbi-Be Right Walking Stance Left Walking Stance Right L-Stance 

Left L-Stance Fighting Stance Ready Stance A Bending Ready Stance 

Fixed Stance X-Stance Sitting Stance 



Middle Punch High Punch Outer Knifehand  Fingertip Strike 

Back fist Inner Knifehand Strike Reverse Punch  Reverse Punch 

Front Elbow 



Low Block Low Knifehand Block Inner Forearm Double Knifehand Guarding 

Twin Forearm  High Block Outer Forearm Wedge Block 

Circular Block Guarding Twin Knifehand Block 



Palm Hooking Block Double Forearm Block 



Axe Kick Front Snap Kick 

Scissor Kick 

Turning Kick Side Kick 



Back Kick 



4 Direction Punch (right and left) 
4 Directional Block (right and left) 

 
Hyung/Forms and Their Meanings 

 
1. Chon-Ji - 19 moves - "Heaven and Earth", the beginning. Hence, the first form you learn when you begin your 
training. 
 
2. Dan-Gun - 21 moves - Legendary founder of Korea. 
 
3. Do-San - 24 moves - Great Korean patriot and educator, Anh Chang-Ho (1876 - 1938). 
 
4. Won-Hyo - 28 moves - Monk who introduced Buddhism to the Silla dynasty. 
 
5. Yul-Gok - 38 moves - "Confucius of Korea". Yul-Kok was a great philosopher and scholar. The 38 movements 
of this hyung denotes the 38th degree latitude of his birthplace and the diagram means "scholar". 
 
 
 



1 Steps 
The defender starts in Junbi Stance. The attacker lines up his right foot along the side of the defender’s left foot.  
The attacker steps his right foot back into a left foot forward walking stance. When the defender is ready he will 
dictate the level of the punch he wants and Kiyups. When Kiyup is given the attacker steps forward into a right 
walking stance and delivers the appropriate punch. The defender either steps back and blocks and counter attacks. 
(Variations can be stepping forward to block, stepping in at an angle and blocking, or dodging instead of blocking).  

For your test you will have to do 18 one-steps.  At 
this level I want to see that you can do them fast 
and efficiently without much thought. Close con-
tact and using the correct technique for the target 
is also important. 

Free Sparring 
Students perform a short round of non-contact sparring. Only kicks above the belt (not to the backside) and closed 
hand techniques are permitted. The higher the rank the closer I expect your attacks to be without touching.  I also 
like to see that you have learned to use different moves as you progress through the belt levels. 



1. Know what Taekwon-Do means and know what each word means separately. = Taekwon-Do is the art of Kick-
ing and Punching. 
Tae=Kick or smash with foot 
Kwon=Hand or Fist 
Do=Art 
 
2. What Country Is Taekwon-Do from? Korea 
 
3. Name 5 different targets to strike on an attacker.   Ex: Eyes,  Nose, Throat,  Ears, Groin, Solar Plexus (Stomach), 
Floating Rib, Collar Bone, Kidneys,  Knee… 
 
4. Name the tenets of Taekwon-Do.  Courtesy, Integrity, Perseverance, Self Control, Indomitable Spirit.  Be able to 
explain what one means. 
 
5. Count to 10 in Korean.     
1 = Hana 
2 = Dul 
3 = Set 
4 = Net 
5 = Dasat 
6 = Yasat 
7 = Ilgop 
8 = Yadul 
9 = Ahop 
10 = Yul 
 
6. Recite the Student Creed 
As I become a black belt, I will do my best, 
To gather up my courage and put my limits to the test. 
To make the world more peaceful and hold my head up high 
And be all that I can be, until the day I die. 
 
 
 
 



Always see the instructor at the begin-
ning of your next class to see what you 

can improve on! 

*Consecutive Break 
Must Break 2 Separate Boards (one immediately after the 

other -no pausing) with 2 different techniques. 

WHY DO WE BREAK BOARDS?  
 
It demonstrates in a visible way a student’s:  power, focus, speed, balance and proper technique.  It also helps you 
realize that your body itself is a very good weapon (that’s why self control is very important!) 



 
 

 
 
 

Note from the author 
 

Taekwon-Do has taught me to persevere through challenges, it 
has made my muscles flexible, it has made me stronger, it has 
given me health and days of energy, it has given my mind a 
place of meditation, it has been the beginning of many social re-
lationships, it has taught me balance and speed, it has tested my 
limits and has rewarded me with confidence for conquering my 
limits. Through Taekwon-Do I have improved both my physical 
and mental health and have nourished a positive “I can” attitude. 
I hope to share my knowledge and love of this art to benefit as 
many people as possible.  
–Cheryl Cleveland 
 
 
 
 
"As human beings, we are capable of so much more than we know if only 
we are bold enough to face down our fear and say 'yes' to the challenge." 
-Hornsey 
  

This book will help you with your 
new journey as your new belt rank.  
These techniques will be challenging 
and fun and I hope you find yourself 
practicing out of class.  


